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Opening message to the Committee of Budget and Finance:

The Coalition of LA Unions appreciates this opportunity to participate for the second
year as a partner in the city's Budget and Finance Committee hearings.

Last year we came together to find solutions in the face of imminent danger: the
threat of service cuts that would have devastated service delivery in the Los Angeles
Police Department.

We are particularly pleased to have played a role in changing how the city handles
money that has been sitting idle in departmental accounts, in some cases for years.

A policy change we initiated in the way the city treats these funds, known as prior
year encumbrances, led to the recovery of $27.8 million for this coming fiscal year--
$9.6 million in Special Funds and in $18.2 million General Funds, which Council placed
in Budget Stabilization Fund. That account has swelled to $69.5 million, and we are
pleased to have made a substantial contribution to its growth.

This year, we are no longer in an emergency. General Fund revenues have come in
beyond expectations, totaling $4.8 billion, up 7% from last year. The city has more
money in its savings accounts than at any time since 2002. LA's unemployment rate
dropped to 9%, in single digits for the first time since 2008.

Although the city now appears to be on a path to economic recovery, we recognize
that is no reason to abandon prudence. As responsible stakeholders and residents,
we are as concerned as anyone about the practical need to maintain the city's good
credit rating and its need to find ways to grow future revenues to provide the kind of
high quality public services that residents deserve.

To that end, we have for many years shared ideas for cost savings through
efficiencies-some of which have been adopted; some ignored.

W~ appreciate the _opportunit:y once ~gilin tQ present you our observations as part()f
~. ~:--, ,-_!_'"" -~ .;:..;-,-.o U~0~..,U:"'):::'!~J:l 'J, J.ll::::;:

economy, and 15 recommendations for the Committee about this budget.
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1e Healthy Savings/Hidden Accounts
The city's savings accounts for rainy days have been rebuilt and are now at
record levels. The accounts represent hard work of this Committee,
sacrifices made by our members, as well as the benefits of an emerging
turn-around in the economy.

These accounts now hold $302 million, or about 6.3% of General Fund
revenues, though the CAO presentation reported reserves totaling only
5.24%.

Table 1: Sailings Accounts

GFR-- Emergency Reserves
GFR -- Contingency Reserves
Budget Stabilization Fund
UB -- Revenue for Economic Uncertainties
Proposed Contingency for Obligatory Changes

General
General
General
General
Special

134 Charter
121 Charter

16 Charter
21 None

10.2 None--'===-
302.2

Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No

The difference is attributable mainly to lack of transparency in the budget.
The city does not label all of its reserves as "reserves." Finding some of
them-we have listed them in Table 1-required detective work that
should not be necessary in a public financial document.

We believe there is no need for the last two of the accounts listed in Table 1.
We recommend the Committee instruct the CADto return those funds to
Departments. Removing those two funds still creates a savings buffer of
5.64% of projected General Fund receipts. We review each of these funds
and provide our reasoning below.
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A. Emergency Reserves + Contingency Reserves = General Fund
Reserve

Emergency Reserves and Contingency Reserves together are subsets of the
"General Fund Reserve," which totals $255 million. Emergency Reserves
are to be saved in case the Mayor and Council see "urgent economic
necessity [that] would be based on a significant economic downturn after
the budget is completed or an earthquake or other natural disaster.":'

The "Contingency Reserve" is to be used if "there are unanticipated
expenses or revenue shortfalls impacting programs approved in the current
year budget.:" These funds can be allocated with a majority vote of
Council.'

As this committee knows, the General Fund health is monitored by bond
ratings analysts in determining how much it will cost cities to borrow
money. Other cities, still struggling to rebound from the economic
downturn, have suffered downgrades in their bond ratings in the past year
because they have been unable to replenish their depleted General Fund
Reserves.

But that has not been the case in Los Angeles. As Council observed in this
year's Adopted Budget, "The City has earned some of the highest credit
ratings for large cities in the nation.:"

The restoration of the General Fund is key to those ratings. The city has
brought the fund back to pre-recession levels, budgeted above Council's
50/0-ru IeJoLtheJirsttlmejna~decade. .. ..__ . ._

1Adopted Budget 12-13 page 11:
'Adopted Budget 12-13, page 11
'http://controller.lacity.org/stellent/groups/ElectedOfficials/@CTR Contributor/documents/Contributor Web Content/
LACITYP 015540.pdf
4 Adopted Budget 12-13 page 12.



Table 2: History of General Fund Reserve as percentage of General Funds
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last year Council set the allocation at 4.64%. The proposed budget sets it
at 5.24%, just below the 2001-02 high of 5.30%, at $255 million.

As part of growing the Reserve fund, the city has weaned itself from the
practice of transferring money from the reserve for operational expenses
during the year. The last transfer was $3.6 million in FY10-11.

Table 3: Decrease in transfers to General Fund from Reserve Fund6

,-------------------------------------------------------------

250,000,000

200,000,000

150,000,000

100,000,000

50,000,000

o

Transfer from Reserve
-------------------------------------------

2006-07 2007-08 2008-09 2009-10 2010-11 2011-12 2012-13* 2013-14*------------------------------------------------------~

5 Sources: 98-99 through 10-11 CAO March 1, 2012 power point, "Mid-Year Financial Status Report and Impact of LACERSand LAFPP
Contribution Rates;" FY 12-13 Adopted Budget. FY 13-14 projection CAO "Budget Update" March 2013.

6 Sources: Office of the Controller Actuals through 2010-11. Budget 2011-12; CAOSupporting Information 2013-14 page
18.
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B. Budget Stabilization Fund (BSF)

In addition to the General Fund Reserve, the city has a Budget Stabilization
Fund, "with deposits to be made when the economy is strong and actual
revenue exceeds the projected revenue target."

While funding sources for the Budget Stabilization Fund are not catalogued

in the proposed budget or Supporting Information from the CAO, it appears

that this fund has swelled from $500,000 to $69.5 million.

We base this conclusion on the CAO's Supporting Information memo on

General Fund allocation, which takes note of presence in the BSFof one

time revenues of $53.54 milllon," and on the Mayor's "Fast Fact" sheet,

which identifies other savings to be left in the account totaling $16 million."

We note that part ofthis growth is attributable to the Coalition's idea for a

better way to handle prior year encumbrances that yielded $18.2 million

for the BSF.

C. "Revenue for Economic Uncertainties" Fund
within the Unappropriated Balance

The proposed budget provides a definition ofthe General Fund's
Unappropriated Balance account (the UB), saying it:

"provides funds for appropriations after the budget adoption to
meet contingencies as they arise. Specific funding, personnel,
equipment and/or procedures cannot be adequately defined for
contingenciescthatoecuI-dufing theJiscakyear.::Byr-ecognizing ....~.
s ngencies In u

funding is provided."

7 Adopted Budget 12-13, page 11.
8 CAO Supporting Information, "Summary of Changes to fiscal Year 2013-14 General Fund from Prior Year," page 9
9 Mayor's Fast Facts



The proposed budget is the first stage of defining the UB, which often
changes during budget deliberations. The UB is flush at $77.2 million, an
increase of $49.8 million, or 181%, from last year's budgeted $27.5
mlllion.l" It is above 2007-08, the last pre-crash impact year, proposed
amount, as seen in Table 4.

7

Within this year's "UB" is a new line item called the "Revenue/or Economic
Uncertainties" fund, valued at $11 million. We believe that line item
includes obligations to fund the General Fund portion of an already
negotiated labor agreement, arrived at through concession bargaining
during the economic crisis.ll

Table 4: History of the UB in the three stages of budgeting
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iii! Proposed iii! Council [1J Final

During these negotiations, the Coalition agreed to postpone receipt of
raises that were due. Although these funds are now set aside in funds to
handle "contingencies," we doubt that any responsible institution with
regulatory authority would consider the terms of our contract agreement
to be "contingencies."

10 http:((cao.lacity.org/budget13-14/2013-14BlueBookVoI2.pdf page 803
"http:((mayor.lacity.org/stellent(groups/electedofficials/@myr ch contributor/documents/contributor blogentry/lacit
yp 025012.pdf page 3
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It is our recommendation that Council reduce the $77.2 million to $56.2
million and restore funds to departments so they can pay negotiated raises
to avoid an unnecessary crisis.

D. "Proposed Contingency for Obligatory Changes"
within Special Fund Schedules

The Proposed Budget also includes a new line item in Special Funds, which
we believe is intended to cover the portion of those already-negotiated
labor agreement costs arrived at through concession bargaining attached
to Special Fund positions.

Since the Mayor/CAO's proposed budget does not itemize these in a single
document, we did some detective work to cull them from their individual
Special Purpose Fund Schedules and we provide them in transparent form
to the Committee and public in Table s.

When the city has been in actual crisis, our members have responded,
agreeing to make economic sacrifices to protect the city.

Now, however, the Coalition is concerned that lack of transparency may
provide cover for those with an ideological agenda of dismantling public
services to invent a crisis.

Our members and the public at large deserve transparency as a minimum
standard.

The amount allocated in Table 5. totals $10.2 million. As with the "Revenue
[os; EconomicUncertaifJties" line itemrwe recommend-thesec.funds~be __
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Table 5: Showing the Special Fundi money

III n.· ..····for
" "DOneI' ........,.t·"os·",

.y ••••
••••.....~. ·......e.

na WASTEWATER SPECIAL PURPOSE FUND 2,848,539
1 LAACTRUSTFUND 567
2 SOLID WASTE RESOURCES REVENUE FUND 2,280,733
4 TRAFFIC SAFETY FUND 43,617
5 SPECIAL GAS TAX STREET IMPROVEMENT FUND 646,619
6 HOUSING DEPARTMENT AFFORDABLE HOUSING TRUST FUND 4,281
7 STORMWATER POLLUTION ABATEMENT FUND 250,858
9 HOME INVESTMENT PARTNERSHIPS PROGRAM FUND 27,868

10 MOBILE SOURCE AIR POLLUTION REDUCTION TRUST FUND 13,079
13 COMMUNITY SERVICES BLOCK GRANT TRUST FUND 11,599
14 SEWER CONSTRUCTION AND MAINTENANCE FUND 760 2,549,509
14 SEWER CONSTRUCTION AND MAINTENANCE FUND 761 299,030
16 CONVENTION CENTER REVENUE FUND 145,752
18 NEIGHBORHOOD EMPOWERMENT FUND 3,649
19 STREET LIGHTING MAINTENANCE ASSESSMENT FUND 51,804
22 WORKFORCE INVESTMENT ACT 62,096
24 ARTS AND CULTURAL FACILITIES AND SERVICES TRUST FUND 15,673
27 PROPOSITION C ANTI-GRIDLOCK TRANSIT IMPROVEMENT FUND 119,569
35 PLANNING CASE PROCESSING SPECIAL FUND 62,438
38 LANDFILL MAINTENANCE SPECIAL FUND 85,096
39 HOUSEHOLD HAZARDOUS WASTE SPECIAL FUND 12,156
40 BUILDING AND SAFETY BUILDING PERMIT ENTERPRISE FUND 280,177
42 CODE ENFORCEMENT TRUST FUND 174,951
43 EL PUEBLO DE LOS ANGELES HISTORICAL MONUMENT REVENUE FUND 57,550
44 ZOO ENTERPRISE TRUST FUND 63,891
47 STREET DAMAGE RESTORATION FEE SPECIAL FUND 27,851
48 MUNICIPAL HOUSING FINANCE FUND 9,465
49 MEASURE R TRAFFIC RELIEF AND RAIL EXPANSION FUNDS 48,886
51 CENTRAL RECYCLING TRANSFER STATION FUND 7,598

TOTAL 10,204,901
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2. The public sector is part of LA's recovery

Economy recovery is all about jobs, jobs, jobs. Per Bureau of Labor
statistics data released last week, LosAngeles job growth last year beat out
the rest of the country. We had lithe largest over-the-year increase in
employment within the metropolitan divisions" (+82,600).,,12 Charting
unemployment for large metropolitan areas, LA's rate is at now at 9%,13 in
single digits for the first time since 2008.14

Table 6: Unemployment Rates for Large Metropolitan Areas

2007
4.80%

2008
6.90%

2009
10.90%

2010
11.80%

2011
11.40%

2012
10.10%

2013
9%

Within LA city limits, the city is the largest employer, and has been for
about a decade, as seen in Table 7. While the city employs fewer people
than it did in 2003, it grew proportionally larger among employers. These
facts highlight the importance of the city as a source of employment for
residents, who are also consumers.

Additionally, of the principal employers in our city, seven of the twelve
largest employers are in the public sector. 15 This density of public
employers means whatever negotiated changes are made to worker
contracts, concessions in crisis, or regular increases in normal times, the
changes have a multiplier effect in the greater LosAngeles economy. 16

~~~ - -~-----

12 http://www.bls.gov/news.release/pdflmetro.pdfThe geography is LosAngeles-Long Beach-Glendale, Calif.
13 March BLSMetropolitan Areas, http://www.bls.gov!web/metro/laummtrk.htm
14 Bureau of Labor Statistics Average Annual RankingsUnemployment rates for large metropolitan areas, data pulled for
each year.
15 LACity CAFR2011-12 page 346
http://controller.lacity.org!stellent/groups/ElectedOfficials/@CTR Contributor!documents/Contributor Web Content!
LACITYP019904.pdf
16http://controller.lacity.org!stellent/groups!ElectedOfficials!@CTR Contributor/documents/Contributor Web Content
/LACITYP 019904.pdf
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Table 7: Principal Employers 2012 and Nine Years Ago

1. City of los Angeles 44,947 9.13 47,686 8.51

2. County of Los Angeles 40,691 8.27 34,075 6.08
3. LAUSD 36,881 7.49 40,655 7.25
4. UCLA 32,000 6.56 8,950 1.6
5. Cedars-Sinai Medical Center 17,000 3.45 17,500 3.12
6. USC 16,623 3.38 11,661 2.08
7. Kaiser Foundation Hospitals 11,775 2.39 11,596 2.07
8. Veterans Health

Administration 10,400 2.11 5,800 1.03
9. Farmers Insurance Group 9,167 1.86 8,167 1.46
10. Team-One Employment

Specialists LLC 5,000 1.02 4,000 0.71
11. United States Postal Service 1,500 0.3 7,000 1.25
12. The Walt Disney 350 0.07 6,000 1.07

TOTAL 226,634 46.04 203,090 36.24

When wages stagnate, people lose purchasing power to inflation, and
effectively take an income cut. As this Committee is well aware, Coalition
workers have agreed to wage freezes, wage increase postponements, cuts
to health plans, increases in retirement, and shrinking the workforce
through early retirement to help the city out of its financial bind.

While the city sets the stage for private business and job growth through a
new economic development department, we must all remember the
critical role the city itself still plays as a creator of good, middle classjobs.
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3. Our Budget Recommendations

As we have always done as a partner in improving services and economic
health, the Coalition presents ideas for ways to better the city. For future
reference ease, we've made an alphabetical list of 15 issues.

We understand that the compressed timeline of Budget hearings means
that not all items can or should be address before budget approval. We've
tagged items of immediate concern as "immediate," and those which we
see needing policy work going forward as "ongoing."

Depending on the issue, some of the work goes outside the realm of the
CAD. Many of the "ongoing" issues should be addressed in a Joint Labor
Management (JLM) forum with departments and the unions. Whether the
city is contemplating a policy change or a major departmental
consolidation, involving city workers at the front end will make LA more
efficient.

Additionally, the Coalition embraces the vigorous work of the new
Inspector General in tackling the backlog of good ideas of how to generate
revenue. We respond enthusiastically when approached as real partners
by city staff. We urge the Committee to instruct the CAD to program
reasonable revenue projections for the outlaying fiscal years (2014-15
forward) derived from the Inspector General's work.

1. Account restoration (immediate)

,
vve aSK U

and eliminate the "Revenue for Economic Uncertainties" and "Proposed
Contingency for Obligatory Changes" within Special Fund Schedules.
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2. Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR) procedure: apply citywide
the successful Workers Compensation "carve out" to improve

worker safety and wellness program (ongoing).

Back in 2004, before the birth of the Coalition, workers called for the city
to "evaluate existing safety programs, involve workers in developing a
labor management safety program; evaluate and upgrade the return-to-
work program; implement test pilot of Workers Comp 'carve out' made
permissive by recent changes to workers compensation laws and which
could save millions."

The Committee heard testimony from the City Attorney's office that the
Workers Compensation "carve out" program piloted with SEIU721 has
reduced litigation claims by 100%. The ADR program could be applied
citywide, beginning with other Coalition unions as was agreed to in 2011.

The goal is to maximize the benefits of returning injured workers to the
workplace more quickly by personalizing care, speeding up the process by
ensuring specialty and rehabilitative medical care, and ensuring
temporary work assignments for any injured worker. We recommend the
city expand this program to save money and create a healthier workforce.

3. Ambulance Billing (immediate and ongoing)

We recommend that the Committee support the Inspector General's
analysis that identified EMS billing as a priority collections issue.

Reviewing the Fire Department budget, ambulance billing collections has
been static at $65-66 million in since 2010, with the exception of a one-
time spike of approximately $9 million attributable to introduction of the

hand held data capture system. This year's budget calls for an additional
$2 million in technology improvements. The Affordable Care Act will be
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implemented in 2014 and is expected to result in upsurge in the number of
insured, which could translate into higher collections. At the same time,
we're concerned about the effectiveness ofthe city's collections contract.
We did not see in the Audit Committee file any materials discussing the
efficacy of the current contract. The collection contract awarded in 2010
should be audited this coming year in anticipation of more insured
individuals to determine the cost effectiveness and efficacy of the contract.

4. Animal Services: ACEpilot license collection program (ongoing).

Revenue collection in Animal Services can be improved in the area of
license fees. In concert with ongoing discussion about the ACEprogram
identified by the Inspector General as a fruitful collections area, we
recommend that the Department of Animal Services be directed to work
with the Coalition unions to organize a JLM task force to report back within
90 days of passage of the budget with a proposal for a pilot animal
licensing canvassing test program. The task force would review:

• Potential use of entry-level vocational workers or other similar
trainees;

• Utilizing updated technology to maximize the licensing of eligible
animals, the collection of outstanding license fees and renewals;

• Coordination with DWP and the City Attorney to send inquiries to
unlicensed dog owners;

• Development of an in house door to door canvas operation aimed at
improving service and generating revenue.

(Immediate)

We recommend that this Committee urge the city to move with all
deliberate speed on a recommendation to transfer the registration fees
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that the Housing Department collects to the Department of Building and
Safety, so that blight ordinance enforcement can actually commence.

Coalition members have worked hard on the issue of blight for three
years. The goal has been to collect fines from banks that allow
degradation of our communities, letting vacant foreclosed properties
fester into public safety problems, while also damaging neighborhood
property values.

Last year the Coalition called to the Committee's attention a giant loop
hole in the city's ordinance exempting the Mortgage Electronic
Registration System, or MERS.The New York State Attorney General's
office estimated that banks nationwide used this private database to
evade $2 billion in county recording fees. In Los Angeles, these same
banks saved additional millions at the city's expense by not having to
register their properties in foreclosure.

While that issue was finally addressed, the city's ordinance still does not
work effectively, with the Housing Department assigned to handle
registration chores and collect the fees. But the Housing Department is
not responsible for code enforcement of single family houses. That
responsibility belongs to the financially strapped Department of Building
and Safety, which did not have the funds necessary to enforce the
ordinance.

The Coalition estimates that, as a result of delay, the city forfeited the
opportunity to collect as much as $40 million in registration fees and
fines it could have imposed on lenders for failing to maintain foreclosed
properties. We urge the Committee to support a bridge loan to DBS
from the Housing department so enforcement can finally occur.

6. Bureau of Street Services Tree trimming, Contractor accountability
(immediate and ongoing)
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The City Charter and our MOUs have rules about contracting out to
preserve the standard and institutional knowledge upheld by our
members. While some promote privatization as a short cut for cost
savings, we are proponents of what public policy analysts and academics
have named "reverse privatization" and "municipalization," bringing city
services back in house.

A prime example of contemplated privatization was brought forth to you in
testimony about Street Services, which in this budget proposes to go from
last year's $500,00 to $3.5 million in tree trimmer contracts.

This sounds to us like "contracting out by budget, a bad idea for two
reasons.

It undermines the Charter and the process set forth in our MOUs. If the
Committee and Council approve the funds for contracting out, in what is a
volume doubled from 2012, the department has less incentive to work, as
it should, in a JLM process with us.

Secondly, it's terrible for transparency, which in the area of contracts is bad
for the city's financial interests. The contracting can happen in the dark
with the award of three year contracts that never come before Council, as
we have seen happen in the DOT,which this put through a contract of 48
"bench" contractors that Council never saw.
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We encourage the Committee to not blindly allocate funds for contracting
out tree trimming.

7. Community Development (immediate)

Delete the $4.5 million proposed [or creation oj a private economic
development operator. The budget includes $4.5 million to fund start-up
of a non-profit private economic development operator. We agree the city
needs to rebuild what used to be the Community Redevelopment Agency
functions, as we were left without a city institution to drive economic
development. However it would be premature to create a separate city
entity. The State of California, which took away the CRA,is in the process
of creating a statewide solution with SB1to restore key redevelopment
tools to cities and counties. Additionally, development in LosAngeles must
occur through a fully transparent institution subject to public
accountability.

8. Encumbrances (immediate and ongoing)

We recommend that the CAO report back on potential savings amounts
and fund locations. As stated previously, the policy and accounting work
we did with the city yielded $27.8 million, $18.2 million in General Funds,
and $9.6 million in Special Funds. We also helped the city create an actual
encumbrance policy that it lacked previously. Our goal was to both find
money and create transparency necessary for public accountability in
budgeting. We were successful on our end.17

However the CAO has not made clear where in the budget staff placed the
$9.6 million in Special Funds to be disencumbered this year. This is
particularly problematic given that the CAO has created the brand new
$10.2 million "Proposed Contingency for Obligatory Changes" Special Fund

17 As the CAO wrote in his report, "As a result of the encumbrance review and upon meeting with representatives of
SEIU and the Controller's Office, this Office is recommending that Council adopt a General Fund Encumbrance Policy that
would improve the transparency of the City's financial reporting as well as departments with budgetary controL,,'7
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Schedule line item we described earlier. Again, we worked hard helping
the city find $9.6 million in Special Fund encumbrances to be released FY
13-14.

Additionally, as the new Encumbrance policy is phased in over a three year
period, there may be additional funds available in FY14-15 and FY15-16,
which are not included in budget projections. The CAO reported to this
Committee that over $50 million could become available, subject to
department spending.

9. Finance Department funds for restructuring collections (immediate)

The Inspector General has spent significant time looking at what the city
needs to do to centralize debt collection when bills have gone due after
45 days. Currently the city does not have the capacity to centralize the
collection. We support a modest allocation to the Unrestricted Balance
to pay for project management and software costs.

10. Global contracting issues (ongoing)

Given the city's past practice of coming to its workers to reopen
agreements, we see no reason why private vendors receive different
treatment. The city has boiler plate language for basic contracts AND
would simply need to craft a section for reopener terms.

Since the city has pressed employees in the past to renegotiate during
fiscal emergencies, it is hard for us to understand why the city would not

11. Human Resource Benefits (immediate)

Civilian Health Benefits cost an average of $11,441 per employee, 14%
lessthan police and 24% lessthan Fire. The lower costs of civilian
benefits have been achieved through aggressive plan design changes that
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realized hard structural savings of over 10% and over $30.7 million for
2011-13. The budget should acknowledge these savings and fund the
civilian health plan benefits at a level commensurate with the collective
bargaining agreements. The health plans are currently out to bid. The
Coalition is committed to serious negotiations with carriers.

12. lAPDappropriate use of civilian employees (ongoing)

We recommend a review of the use of civilian and sworn positions. This
year's budget increases Police Service Representatives by filing 25
positions. This allocation is a good start towards civilianization, ensuring
that positions in LAPDare performed by the right type of worker.
However, over the last several years while the number of sworn officers
increased, the number of civilian employees decreased. We discussed last
year how police officers are being used to do work less expensive
detention officers can do. We call for a report in the next fiscal year to
include a position history and an analysis of job tasks being performed by
sworn officers. The city needs police officers on patrol.

13. Municipal marketing (ongoing)

The city has not had a comprehensive review of how its assets could be
capitalized in a systematic municipal marketing program since former
Mayor Hahn and Councilman Garcetti commissioned a study in 2004.18

LosAngeles is years behind other municipalities on capturing revenue
opportunities in this field. The 2004 report included:

"explanation of the fiscal problems facing municipalities nationwide, a
contextual analysis of all aspects of municipal marketing, a report of
research findings, as well as suggestions for entering into complex
public-private partnerships. Included with this report are transcripts of
all stakeholder interviews conducted, a list of relevant professionals in

''http://en5.lacity.org{council{cd13{budfinreport5{cd13budfinreport566422052 05072004.pdf
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the field of municipal marketing, a comprehensive resource guide
compiling all relevant source material and sample municipal policies,
and a policy brief for distribution to interested parties.,,19

Sadly, the work in that report has never been moved at a policy level. Its
basic findings about revenue potential remain relevant. But the city needs
a careful look at current marketing agreements in different departments
and should conduct an inventory of assets that could be part of a
comprehensive, long term revenue strategy.

14. Parking Occupancy Tax collection (immediate and ongoing)

The Coalition addressed this issue last year in our report, on the heels of

the COREcommission. In this year's budget hearings, The Committee has

discussed ongoing reforms to parking occupancy tax collection. We

endorse recommendations made by the Inspector General to further

enhance revenue collection potential in future budget years, and support

crediting future years collection in this year's revenue projections if that

has not occurred.

15. Zoo (immediate)

We recommend that the Committee require disclosure of a marketing

revenue agreement executed by the Zoo Director without any Councilor

public review, and take action to rescind that agreement. Additionally we

ask the Committee to bring to Council the CAO's flagrant abandonment of

the second of the two pronged process of talking to private bidders and
engagiag inawerkir-lggF0upw~ththeGealitien.-~ .----~ ~.~-..~ ~~ .

We are aware of the existence of an administrative code that may have

given the Zoo GM the notion he has the sole authority to execute such an

agreement. However, pursuant to the Operating Agreement between

19 http:Uen5.1acity.org!council!cd13!budfinreport5!cd13budfinreport566422052 05072004.pdf page 1.
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the city and GLAZA,the "executed" contract should not have been signed
until Council reviewed a business and marketing plan from the Zoo GM.

As is stated in an MOU about the zoo Carousel, "Each MOU shall conform
with and carry out the objectives and strategies in the los Angeles Zoo
Businessand Marketing Plan, as approved by the City Council, per
the Operatlnq Agreement.t''"

A budget proposal is not a business and marketing plan.

And the security of Zoo funding probably depends more on the viability of
a BusinessPlan and key marketing agreements than a carousel name.
Executing an agreement in secret is unacceptable.

Aggravating our discomfort is the fact that Council specifically instructed
the CAOto form a dual path on solving the Zoo's long term revenue
issues: private bid meetings with private parties, and a working group
with the Coalition.

We invested months meeting with the CAOand Zoo staff, including our
members in the process as well. The working group developed strategies
for enhanced revenue at the Zoo, including the use of business
intelligence, creation of a signage district, municipal marketing
partnerships to generate revenue.

There was an almost final document left under the editorial control of the
CAO,who was to approve changes from our last meeting. The CAOflat
out abandoned the process. We have no idea why.

20 http://c1krep.lacity.org{onlinedocs{201O{1O-1687 RPT CAO 1O-21-10.pdf
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16.Recreation and Parks, restore programs to at risk
youth (immediate)

The proposed budget while restoring services in a number of
areas retreats from services to the most disadvantaged
children in our communities. The proposed budget removes
$1.68 million to fund recreation centers at Housing Authority
sites, including Jordan Downs, Imperial Courts, Nickerson
Gardens and Ramona Gardens. The proposed budget also
defunds $900,000 from the CLASS Parks program
that serves at risk youth in the after school hours, with
homework support, cultural and athletic programming, and
keeping kids engaged and safe.

We recommend that the Committee restore $2.58 million to
the Recreation and Parks budget to fund these vital services.
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